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Cost Sharing for Public Goods:
Exploring Alternative Institutions for Coordination under Heterogeneity
1.0

Introduction and Background

Public goods occur both in social contexts (more commonly known as public or club
goods) and in business contexts. Generally, group decisions involve determining the nature of
the good to be provided and how it will be financed by cost-sharing among group members. A
shared computer system is an example of a public good within a firm. A shared neighborhood
recreational facility is an example in a social context.
For a group seeking to provide a public good, heterogeneity in incomes (ability to pay)
and/or benefits (willingness to pay) is a very typical situation. Equal sharing of costs is a
common solution even when there is heterogeneity, perhaps because no other solution can be
identified (Young, 1994). Unequal sharing — e.g. sharing costs in proportion to endowments or
to strength of preferences — may be difficult to implement because of lack of information.
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This research concerns how institutional rules affect cost sharing outcomes for a public
good. Our maintained hypothesis is that the nature of institutional rules should affect behavior
and hence impact social outcomes. Larrick and Blount (1995, p.283) suggested that "...people's
perceptions of relationships, and consequently their tendency to behave cooperatively, are highly
labile....Social context can affect behavior through perceptions of relationships."
Experimental economics has proved to be a useful tool to explore how rules and
information affect behavior and social outcomes. For public goods, the voluntary contribution
mechanism ( V C M ) has become a standard (Isaac, Walker, and Thomas, 1984; Isaac, McCue,
and Plott, 1985; Isaac, Schmitz, and Walter, 1989). V C M is a relatively simple institution such
that bid messages determine cost shares and public good level directly. V C M experiments use
repeated trials, but no algorithmic or optimizing procedure is used. Dasgupta (1997) has
suggested that observed inefficiency of this mechanism may be attributed as much to difficulty in
locating an optimum as to free-riding.
Experimental research about public goods has mainly focused on linking behavior to
characteristics of the economic environment (for example, how free-riding relates to the level of
cost to provide a public good). Smith (1991, 1980, 1979, 1978) expanded the horizons of
experimental economics to consider also the interaction between behavior and institutional rules.
Following Smith, we use an experimental voting game framework to compare alternative
coordination methods for cost sharing in terms of efficiency, transactions costs, and rate of group

Incentive problems arise when information about preferences and/or incomes must be obtained.
Following Samuelson (1954), a maintained hypothesis of economics is that public goods will be under-provided by
voluntary mechanisms because of free-riding.
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agreement. Institutions for cost sharing compared here differ in terms of message space and
underlying algorithmic coordination rules. Each institution is a type of coordination process
that determines cost shares via tatonnement: cost shares are adjusted until group members have a
common demand for the public good.
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1.1 Mechanism Design Principles and Desirability Criteria
Hurwicz (1994, 1973) formalized description of an institution as a game-form with
allocation rules and message space that map player strategies into outcomes. Hurwicz also
suggested that alternative institutions should be compared based on the desirability of their
outcomes. A social desirability correspondence was defined to identify the desirable subset of
outcomes. Examples of social criteria include efficiency and fairness.
Information cost was identified as an important social criterion in the mechanism design
literature. Early mechanism design literature was concerned with the size of the message space
needed to operate a system (Reiter, 1974, Mount and Reiter, 1974). A smaller message space
(e.g. quantity messages only versus the combination of bid and quantity messages) is less costly,
hence more desirable.
Transactions cost (e.g. cost of operating a system) has been identified as another
important social criterion (Williamson, 1989). The number of procedural rounds needed to find a
group decision is a measure of transactions cost.
An important design element is the environment, i.e. preferences, costs, resource
endowments. Early theoretical work showed that it is not always possible to design a mechanism
to attain a desirable outcome for any given environment.
1.2 Smith's and Our Institutions
Smith (1978, 1979, 1980) experimentally tested alternative institutional rules for group
decision about public goods. Smith's Auction Mechanism and Free-eider Mechanism differed in
terms of message space and corresponding rules about public good level and cost shares. The
Auction Mechanism used bid and quantity messages. The bid message was the contribution per
unit of public good, and the quantity message was the demand for the public good for a given
price. The resulting group good was the average of member quantity proposals. The costsharing rule produced personalized prices for the public good. For incentive reasons, the
personalized price for a group member was based on the unit cost minus the sum of other
members' bids, i.e. it was not determined by the member's own bid.

Reiter (1995) formulated the concept of a coordination process as an approach for addressing complex
group decision problems. A coordination process is an iterative procedure for group decision that directs group
interactions toward optimality.
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Smith's Free-rider Mechanism relied only on bid messages, with no incentive for bidding,
and determined public good quantity directly from the sum of bids. The Free-rider institution is
similar to the Voluntary Contribution Mechanism ( V C M ) with the addition of unanimity voting.
Auction and Free-rider mechanisms were each embedded in a group voting game: the
message process repeats until group members unanimously agree to their shares of cost and the
group quantity. Voting occurred each round of the process to check if the current combination
of shares and level of the public good is the group choice.
The experimental environment had heterogeneous preferences and endowments for a
single good with a linear homogeneous cost function. Group size was six persons. Results
reported in 1979 were based on eight to ten trials for each mechanism. For the Auction
Mechanism, the public good quantity was 73% of the theoretical optimum. Near optimal results
were obtained for games with agreements, but 2/10 (20%) of the games ended in no agreement.
The average number of rounds was 8.3. The simpler, non-optimizing Free-rider Mechanism also
achieved an average public good level of 73% of the optimum, because there was agreement in
all games, with 5.75 rounds on the average.
Our research methods differs from Smith's in three ways. First, cost is nonlinear in our
environment. To allow for cost recovery for this more general case, the foundation for our
coordination rules is the cost share equilibrium (see below). (In comparison, Smith used the
Lindahl equilibrium to cover cost for the linear homogeneous case.)
Second, we investigate more completely how the message space affects behavior. The
message spaces for alternative mechanisms are the combination of bid and quantity messages,
only quantity messages, and only bid messages. The mechanism with only bid messages is
similar to V C M , but adds optimization signals and unanimity voting.
Third, our two-stage voting game may achieve better efficiency than Smith's. In Smith's
process, the terminating proposal round is the group decision. Our experimental game set-up is
similar to a naturally-occurring group process: proposal generation (the Proposal Phase) occurs
prior to approval voting (the Approval Phase) Coordination algorithms operate during the
Proposal Phase to guide group proposals toward efficiency. The group must vote unanimously
to end the proposal process. In the Approval Phase, unanimity voting is used to make a group
decision. A n y group choice will be individually rational because it is voluntary. If it becomes
evident that free-riding is occurring, group members may vote to stop the proposal process.
However; the selected cost shares and public good level may correspond to any round.
3

In contrast to elaborate incentive mechanisms against free-riding such as the GrovesLedyard mechanism, unanimity voting is the main incentive mechanism here. A n y extreme

Individual rationality means that each group member is better off in comparison to the status quo of no
group provision.
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proposal (e.g. when one or more group member proposes zero cost shares or zero demands)
would not be chosen under unanimity voting. Since voting trials are limited in number, group
members should not bother to make extreme proposals. Unanimity voting in another setting has
been found to greatly enhance the efficiency of group outcomes (Walker, Gardner, Herr, and
Ostrom, 1997).
1.3 Information Rules and Heterogeneity
With heterogeneity, information treatments may impact perceptions of fairness, thus
affecting the potential success of group action. Selected V C M experiments testing information
rules and heterogeneity effects are reviewed below for later comparison to our efficiency results.
Coates and Gronberg (2001, 1996) tested the effects of sequential versus simultaneous
bidding in V C M for groups of size four. Sequential bidding provides more information about
others' bids. Simultaneous bidding involves more risk since others' contributions are not known
at the time a bid is made. Measuring efficiency as the percent of maximum group surplus
achieved, the sequential institution achieved 65-69% efficiency while the simultaneous
institution achieved 44-50%, depending on the level of provision cost. Apparently, more bid
information improves efficiency.
Sell and Wilson (1991) tested how information about previous contributions affects
current contributions for V C M . Alternatives were no information, information about average
group contribution, and information about individual contributions. They found that more
information about individual contributions improved contributions, achieving at best around 70%
of the optimum contribution after nine repetitions of V C M . Aggregate information achieved only
about 50% of the optimum, with about the same result for no information.
Chan et al. (1999, 1996) tested the effects of heterogeneity on contributions in a V C M
game. Three-person groups were used. In their design, in contrast to many V C M experiments,
the optimum contribution is not the full endowment. In a no-communication environment, they
found (contrary to Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian, 1986) that heterogeneity in endowment and
reward increased contributions substantially. In a face-to-face communication environment, the
reverse result was obtained. With face-to-face communication and heterogeneity in endowment
and reward, about 70% of the optimum contribution was made. About 60% of the optimum was
obtained under no communication.
Our institutions have no direct communication, simultaneous messages and no individual
contribution information in an environment with heterogeneity, in effect the worst cases for the
above treatments!
2.0

Design of Allocation Rules for Cost Sharing

Allocation rules for cost sharing are constructed here to achieve the cost share
equilibrium of Mas-Colell and Silvestre (1989, 1991). The cost share equilibrium — consistent
4

4.0 Representative Game Outcomes
Table 1 contains data from a representative game session for the Quantity Process and
shows the information available to group members regarding quantity proposals and cost shares.
Payoff information was private. The third member (C) starts out with a lower than average
quantity proposal and continues this for four rounds; consequently this member receives much
lower cost shares. The cost share equilibrium was located and approved. (Other outcomes were
also approved as indicated by unanimous "yes" votes.) For this outcome, all three group
members are better off compared to their best individual outcomes. The advantaged (B)
member receives the largest cost share while the disadvantaged (C) member has the lowest share.
Table 2 shows data for a representative Bid/Quantity game session. Bids and payoffs
were private. In this session, the third group member (C) starts out by proposing a quantity much
less than the other members' proposals. This person also has some negative incremental bids,
indicating desire for a subsidy relative to the proposed cost share for the indicated group plan.
Consequently, this person receives a cost share of less than 1/3 on subsequent rounds. Group
member (A) puts in larger quantity proposals than the others and also puts in larger incremental
bids for most rounds; consequently, this person gets the largest cost share at the equilibrium. A l l
group members agree to a group quantity of Q=6 for the indicated cost shares; all three group
members are better off compared to their best individual outcomes. Because of the bidding
pattern, the advantaged (B) type member does not pay the largest cost share in the equilibrium
solution. The (C) type member has the lowest share due to having the lowest bids. (Because of
misrepresentation, the outcome is not the actual theoretical equilibrium of Q=7.)
Table 3 shows data from a representative Optimal B i d game session. Note the decay in
bidding until round 6 when two members dramatically increase their bids, and then decay sets in.
again followed by another round of decay/recovery. The algorithm indicates repeatedly that the
optimum is in the direction greater than Q=3, but not greater than Q=4. For the final rounds,
group members do not adopt the suggested contributions that would lead to the suggested plan.
However, voting over all the rounds does result in acceptance of the optimal level (Q=4) and also
the sub-optimal level Q=3. Again, the (C) member makes lower total and incremental bids and
so has the lowest cost shares, while the advantaged (B) type member has the largest shares.
5.0 Comparative Experimental Results for Alternative Cost Share Adjustment Processes
Each rule set was tested in one game session with three games for each group. (The total
number of games is similar in magnitude to the number of games for Smith's 1979 comparisons.)
Since the number of games is relatively small, no formal hypothesis testing was performed.
Table 4 shows the number of games for each rule set and comparative results. .
The efficiency of each process is measured by the ratio of the selected public good level
to the theoretical optimum. (When there was no agreement, a quantity level of zero was taken to
be the group outcome.) Average efficiency for bidding institutions ranged from 62% to 69%.
These results are of comparable magnitude to Smith's results (1979). In this limited testing, the
Quantity Process achieved 94% efficiency over nine games; more extensive testing produced an
average efficiency of 77%.
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The number of proposal rounds can be associated with transactions costs in a natural
group setting: a coordination process would not be satisfactory if it required a large number of
iterations to reach a good outcome. The number of proposal rounds was similar for each process;
the average number of rounds was in the range from four to six.
Among the three processes that used bid messages, the Optimal Bidding Process was best
in terms of efficiency (69%), finding agreement, satisfying the provision point test, and lowest
percent of negative or zero bids. For all methods with bidding, there appears to be an increase in
strategic behavior over games: more proposal rounds and more zero or negative incremental bids
for the last two games than for the first game.
Quantity Process. The Quantity Process was very successful in finding a group solution.
As explanation, since it does not employ bid messages, it provides less possibility for strategic
behavior. However, the outcome was not necessarily a cost share equilibrium. See more
extensive testing below.
Bid/Quantity Process (Provision Point test at Q -1). A cost share equilibrium was found
only once in the twelve games. Because the Provision Point test was met only about half the
time, the group outcome was less than the efficient outcome. Although bids were usually
insufficient to meet the provision test, bids were positive most of the time.
r

Smith/Clarke Process (Provision Point test at Qr). The least satisfactory results were
obtained with this rule. This may be attributable to the nature of the Provision Point rule:
contributions were required to cover the incremental cost to go from the group average to the
next higher level. At least one member (the low/endowment/low reward member) would not
want this increase with the given cost shares! Consequently, negative bids were often submitted
— probably as protest bids to send the message that an increase in quantity was not desirable.
Negative bidding by one member seemed to generate more of this behavior in other members —
even those who would be advantaged by an increase in the good — probably because of the share
rule that charges higher bidders more. Voting then seemed to suffer as well, with some members
holding out for group outcomes giving them higher reward levels. The result was no agreement
in 1/3 of the games!
Because of the greater occurrence of no agreement, efficiency of this rule was lower than
for the other processes. There were also more low quantity proposals with this rule, in spite of
the indicated reward for making high proposals.
Optimal Bidding Process. This method had the highest efficiency (69%) among the
three bidding mechanisms. To correlate, its rate of satisfying the provision test is also best. As a
measure of free-riding, negative or zero bids were about the same as for the Bid/Quantity
Process. It was better than the Bid/Quantity process in terms of the rate of finding agreement.
This mechanism improves on V C M because it provides information about optimal
direction for the public good level, and it also includes unanimity voting. Its efficiency is better
than that (50%) of a V C M game with simultaneous messages (Coates and Gronberg, 1996). It is
better than the 60% efficiency of the V C M game of Chan (1999, 1996) with no communication.
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It is about the same as the 70% efficiency of the V C M game with individual information (Sell
and Wilson, 1991). It is close to Smith's Free-rider Mechanism result of 73% (recall both use
unanimity voting).
6.0 Extensive Testing of the Quantity Process and the Effect of Information about Others
The Quantity Process was examined in more extensive testing (144 games) in terms of
efficiency, proposal rounds to find group agreement, and success rates for locating and accepting
a cost share equilibrium. Table 5 shows the relative efficiency of game outcomes; an average
efficiency of 77% was obtained. Efficiency was 83% on the third game; the increase in third
game compared to the second game was statistically significant, indicating learning effects.
We also tested the effect of information about others' types. In about half the games,
group members had no knowledge about others except that they were heterogeneous in terms of
rewards and endowments. For the other treatment, group members were told their own type
(high/low endowment and high/low reward) and the types of others, but responses were not
identified by type. There is no significant difference in efficiency by information treatment.
Table 6 shows the number of rounds for termination of the Proposal Phase. Each game
equilibrium could be found theoretically in three proposal rounds, if proposals were truthful,
whereas strategic behavior would be expected to increase the number of rounds to find an
agreement. The Quantity process required an average of five proposal rounds. Although there
were more rounds overall with heterogeneity information, the average number of rounds for each
game is not statistically different for the two information treatments. Pooling the information
treatments, the number of rounds for the second and third games is significantly greater than for
the first game, indicating that members were exploring more strategies.
Table 7 shows the approval rate for the equal shares solution. Overall the approval rate is
31%. Thus, even when there is heterogeneity, equal shares is a robust sharing rule. A
reasonable hypothesis is that equal sharing is more attractive when an alternative rule is not
transparent. Correspondingly, the highest approval rate for equal shares is found for the first
game. There are significant game effects between the first and second games and between the
second and third games, evidently indicating learning about the cost share equilibrium. The
overall approval of the equal shares solution is less when information about player types is
provided, but the difference is not significant.
Table 8 shows the proportion of "successes" in finding the cost share equilibrium (CSE).
Overall, a C S E was found in 46% of the games. The greatest success rate is on the last game.
There is evidently a learning process: the overall percent of successes for the second game was
significantly greater than for the first game, while the third game had about the same success rate
as the second game. The difference by information treatment is not significant.
Table 9 examines the approval rate for the cost share equilibrium. Overall, the approval
rate for the cost share equilibrium is 21%. The lowest approval rate is on the first game (with the
highest approval rate for equal shares). The second game had the highest approval rate (also the
lowest approval rate for the equal shares). On the third game, there is movement away from
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approval of the C S E . One problem may be the underlying algorithm for the given
parameterization: it can produce negative cost shares (subsidies) which may not be agreeable to
non-subsidized group members. The information treatment did not cause a significant
difference. A reasonable hypothesis when there is more attention on heterogeneity is that a C S E
allowing unequal shares should be more attractive; the approval rate is lower for all games for
the "informed" treatment but not significantly.
Because equal shares is a more transparent solution concept than the cost share
equilibrium, the conditional probability of C S E approval (the rate of approval given that the C S E
is found) is appropriate to compare their relative attractiveness. Conditional probabilities in
Table 10 give more positive support for the C S E as a solution concept. The conditional approval
rate overall is 45%, higher than the overall rate of 31% for equal shares. The second game has
the highest approval rate game; overall, the conditional probability of approving the C S E for the
second game is 58%.
About a third of the group agreements were neither the equal shares solution nor the cost
share equilibrium. Failure to reach a group agreement occurred in 12/69 (17.3%) games with no
heterogeneity information and in 9/75 (12%) of the "informed" games, averaging 14.5%. Nearly
half of the "disagreement" cases were associated with a subsidy for one group member, due to
the nature of the underlying algorithm. The other disagreements were due voting methods: either
a non-compromising member held out for her most preferred outcomes in the allotted vote trials,
or there was an indicated lack of understanding of the voting process.
7.0 Conclusions
Smith (1997) suggested that self-interest and reciprocity are behaviors present in any
individual, and that institutional rules can call forth either behavior. Our results comparing
alternative cost share adjustment rules demonstrate that institutional rules do affect behavior:
University of Arizona Business School students who tested each institution were similar, but
outcomes for four different rule sets were quite different!
Our experimental results show that price-taking with cost share adjustment can achieve
improved efficiency compared to V C M Apparently because of the averaging of individual
quantity proposals, a process with unanimity voting have good results even without locating a
Cost Share Equilibrium!
Among the four processes tested, the Quantity Process gave the best results in terms of
efficiency. From 144 experimental games for the Quantity Process, an average efficiency of 77%
was obtained in 4 to 5 proposal rounds. However, the underlying algorithm may produce
undesirable subsidies that may then lead to disagreement. Failure to reach a decision occurred in
about 14% of the games, either due to the nature of the underlying algorithm or to voting rules.
Because processes with bidding evoked more strategic behavior, they achieved lower
efficiencies (62-69%), required more proposal rounds (5 to 6), and strategic behavior led to
breakdown in group agreement in 13 -33% of the games, depending on the rules.
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Results for the Optimal B i d Process ~ under relatively unfavorable conditions of
simultaneous bidding, no communication, and limited information about others' contributions ~
indicate improvement over the Voluntary Contribution experiments reported above.
Improvement comes at the cost of more complex institutional rules: each round providing
information about the direction (increase or decrease) for the optimal public good and adding
unanimity voting over bid proposals.
Following from mechanism design theory, there will be no perfect mechanism for group
decision about public goods. However, more extensive comparative testing would help identify
the relative desirability of alternative coordination methods for cost sharing. Comparing
alternative voting methods to other types of free-rider mechanisms is another important line for
future research.
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